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broke*   smoke   woke 

choke   spoke  awoke 

joke    stoke  cowpoke 

poke    stroke   provoke 
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I’m a Little Slowpoke! 
(Tune: I’m a Little Teapot) 

Cherry Carl 

 

I’m called a little slowpoke, don’t you know? 

That’s because I go so slow. 

When I have a race with Happy Hare, 

I’m always late, but I get there! 
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Name           

                                        

                                                             
 

 

joke  smoke  

broke  spoke  

woke  broke  

smoke  choke  

 

 

 

 

   

    

 
 

Cut and Paste: oke 
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Name          
 

 
 

Look at the picture in each box. Circle the word that matches the picture. Write 

the word on the lines. 

 

1.              

                                          smoke 

                     soak 
2.              

                                          brake 

                     broke 
3.              

                                          woke 

                     work 
4.              

                                          joke 

                     jack 
5.              

                                          spike 

                     spoke 
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Cloze the Gap! (oke) 
 

Read the following sentences, saying the word “broke” 

when you come to a blank space. Use words from the oke 
family to fill in the blanks and make sense. Reread your 

sentences to double check your choices! Some words 

might be used twice! 
  

1. My dad’s favorite soda is        .  

2. I      up too early this morning. 

3. Ouch! I        my fingernail! 

4. He played a funny       on me. 

5. The principal       to us about the book fair. 

6. If you talk with your mouth full, you might      . 

7. When Dad makes hamburgers, there’s lots of     ! 

8. My turtle is such a       ! 

9. You can’t       in restaurants in California. 

10. Have you ever eaten an        ?  

11. I spent my allowance already, so now I’m      . 

12. A cowboy can be called a       . 

Word Bank 
Coke® broke  smoke  joke   artichoke  

spoke  woke  choke  cowpoke  slowpoke   
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Crossword Puzzle: oke 
       
 

    1      2 

  3         

        4   

5      6     

           

     7      

           

   8        

   

Across Down 

1.  to stop breathing  1.  a brand name of a soda 

5.  to use cigarettes 

6.  having no money; came apart 

 2.  a funny story that causes a laugh 

 3.  stopped someone from sleeping 

7.  stopped sleeping  4.  to push against something 

8.  someone who is slow or late  5.  said something 

    

 
 Word Bank 

woke  broke Coke  awoke  slowpoke   

spoke joke  choke smoke  poke   

         


